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Bringing hope to surface 

Rescue divers fight against zero visibility in 
lakes 

Michael Boren 

A wasteland sits below the surface of many Indiana lakes and ponds. Golf 
carts, stolen cars, washing machines, cell phones - even Christmas trees - 
hide in the murky waters. 

The rescue workers with the job of diving there, particularly during warm 
holiday weekends, often must search with their hands more than their eyes. 

"It's an environment where you can't survive without the equipment you 
have on your back," said Josh Valentine, a diver at the Fishers Fire 
Department. 

Rescue divers like Valentine work to ensure no one else becomes a part of 
what lies beneath. This year, 26 people have drowned in Indiana. Ten died in 
June, including two teenagers at the Hidden Paradise campground about 35 
miles southeast of Indianapolis. 

Most lakes, ponds and rivers where people drown have zero visibility. No 
agency has the responsibility for cleaning them. 

That means divers often feel bodies before seeing them. Stumbling upon 
bodies, divers say, actually feels more alleviating than frightening. 

"I think it's a sense of relief and urgency to get them back to the surface," 
said Scott Huff, dive commander of the Indianapolis Fire Department. "Some 



divers will describe it as a startling 'Oh,' because you're in zero visibility and 
now you're face-to-face with somebody." 

The victims' faces display different emotions, Huff said. Some look eerily 
calm. Others have their eyes wide open. 

Not all are dead. 

The best shot at survival transpires during what divers coin the "golden 
hour," or the first 60 minutes of a drowning. But that hour involves more luck 
than certainty. And it often plays mind games with rescuers. 

Huff and his divers know this. On May 31, they pulled a homeless man from 
the White River near Downtown during the golden hour period. 

Paramedics felt his pulse in the ambulance. 

At the hospital, they lost it. Doctors revived the pulse. Then it stopped a 
second time. A third time. A fourth time. Doctors revived the pulse again. But 
the man didn't make it. 

Huff said questions filled his mind: What could we have done better? What 
could we have done faster? 

"I think that's the most frustrating thing," Huff said, "because time is of the 
essence. And we just can't get there quick enough." 

The danger often extends to the rescuers themselves. One mistake 
underwater can kill a diver - even during dive training. It happened twice in 
the early 2000s when two divers drowned during training exercises run by 
the Indianapolis Fire Department. 

"They were both very heart-wrenching, traumatic events for everyone on the 
job," said Rita Burris, a department spokeswoman and former diver. 

The first victim, Warren J.C. Smith, died in August 2000. Smith, a certified 
rescue diver of two years, drowned while practicing how to save a child. 

The second victim, Paul Jolliff, died 22 months later in June 2002. He 
drowned while trying to lift a 45-pound concrete block in zero-visibility 
conditions. 

Jolliff's death exposed major problems with the Indianapolis Fire 
Department's dive-training program. Jolliff, for example, swam with a 



malfunctioning radio. Nobody on shore had a radio that could hear divers 
with working systems. Jolliff also swam without a backup air bottle. 

"We've changed the way that we dive because of his death," said David 
Owens, a 20-year diving veteran with the Indianapolis Fire Department. 
Owens knew Jolliff for nearly eight years. 

The department now requires all divers to wear a backup air bottle. They 
swim attached to a rope. Divers also communicate via radio with crew 
members on the shore. 

Other changes, like those in Jay Updike's life, have developed on a more 
personal scale. 

Updike partnered with Jolliff on more than 20 dives - including his last. When 
Jolliff panicked underwater that day, he removed his weight belt and grabbed 
Updike's mask. Then Jolliff sank. Updike surfaced to alert the other divers of 
trouble, triggering the two-hour search that led to Jolliff's body. 

The tragedy caused Updike's wife to create a new strategy: He must call her 
before and after every dive. 

"There was no discussion about it," Updike said. "She said, 'If you're going to 
dive, these are my rules.'" 

Updike has followed them ever since. 

He prefers to keep the details of Jolliff's death to himself. But in a few words, 
he sums up his pain: 

"I live with that," he says, "every day." 

On the 10th anniversary of Jolliff's death - June 14 - Updike found himself in 
an eerily similar situation to that of a decade ago. He was dive training again. 
This time in Fishers, not Indianapolis. 

In the middle of the training exercise, divers on the dock reminded each 
other of Jolliff's death. Today was the day. 

Updike's turn arrived. He dressed himself in full dive gear. Then he sat on the 
dock, his legs dangling above the lake. When Updike received the go-ahead, 
he jumped below. Then he drifted into the murky water. Ready to take on 
the dangers, ready to dive again. 



Follow Star reporter Michael Boren at Twitter.com/borenmc or call him at 
(317) 444-6138.	  


